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links. Top definition. City-Data Forum. A really piece of crap forum " moderated " by scumbags,
including the senior moderators- as well as filled with realtors and low lives who will begin an
argument out of nowhere. Examples of rules: "no "I am leaving" threads, no threads about
moderation in the "about the forum" category, no "specific city threads" in the U. And you can't
close your account, the only way to get out of the shithole is to troll around until you get
banned or ask the senior moderator to ban you and he will quickly assist you in your plea. Don't
direct message them about moderators they will not do anything. Moderators are allowed to
mock users and disrespect their threads but you can't even respond back to them at their public
profile pages or they will give you an infraction. To senior moderator: "I am not happy with the
moderation here, etc. Feb 23 Word of the Day. The process of searching a building for an empty
bathroom. A successful bowl search typically relieves the frustration of uncomftorably
defecating around others, although in less frequent cases the desire to urinate alone is a factor.
Bowl searching can be done anywhere although it is most prevelant on college campuses. Jeez
, what's taking so long? It is a very Darwinian forum where only the insane, liars, trustees those
who suck up to "moderators" , and senior "moderators" survive. Thank God I was banned from
"city-data forum"! A heavily restrictive trashy forum, based in and operated from Pyongyang ,
North Korea. Mods live in Pyongyang, the administrator is a relative of Kim Il-Sung. Forum
operates under the laws of the Juche philosophy, the Kim dynasty, and the laws of North Korea.

They ban anyone at their discretion for posting something they don't like, and to no surprise as
North Korea is a totalitarian dictatorship with zero freedom of speech. Reason; redundant. You
have been banned for the following reason. Date the ban will be lifted; Never. Eee-o eleven
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City-Data Forum Statistics. We use cookies for analytics, personalization, and ads. Consumers
complaining about City-Data. Finally a place that lets red blooded Americans speak their mines.
Many sites cater to liberals or democrats. This forum appeals to real Americans not the Obama
crowd. Trump supporting Americans can freely express their politically incorrect views without
having to worry about offending sensitive snowflakes. Information is accurate and honest. No
filter, just straight talk and none of that mainstream liberal garbage you see on other social
media places. I love it. God bless city data forum and America. If you're a right wing Trumper
than this is the place for you. If you think liberals, immigrants, Muslims, and Black people are to
blame for all of your woes, this welcome to City Data Forum. A constant whine fest about how
taxes are ruining their cities and how liberals have destroyed their beloved neighborhoods and
how they can't wait to move to the sticks. Blah blah blah. I wish they would just shut up and
finally move, preferably to an area that has no internet access. The site continues to be rigged
by conservative moderator bias. The Mods post pro MAGA stuff and you're not allowed to reply
to it or question the mods motives as you can see by multiple reviews on here about it. If the
Admin wants city-data to be a credible site for discussion they need to remove the pro MAGA
moderators on that political forum and perhaps do periodic reviews of their unethical conduct.
I've posted in the politics section quite a few times unless you're conservative on there they will
block and ban you for any opposing opinion. Very biased intolerant forum you see a lot of
regulars who been there for years get a pass to say and attack anyone but if you retort you get
banned for no reason very petty and takes away credibility from the site the mod in that forum
Ibginnie very petty, intolerant and censors non Conservative posts,. Very poorly moderated;
moderators are ignorant of science. It's the only message board I ever posted on that didn't
require the person making a claim to prove their claim if asked. Mods think everything is a
"discussion" including scientifically validated or invalidated information. Has lofty TOS but
mods themselves don't follow them in posting to members, e. Also very erratic enforcement and
much favoritism. No one should advertise on this board; do not give them the income. The
whole website has no control or professionalism. Moderators have complete power without any
constitutional rules. Long Story Short: The members post extreme right-wing view points that
are considered to be racist and bigoted. If you attempt to point out their flaws with evidence,
you will either be censored by the mods with them editing the post saying that you are wrong or
they will banned you outright with the reason as "troll. Just mostly conservatives hating on
liberals non-stop to the point it is quite sad that people will spend hours on City-Data just
arguing over people they will never know personally. Some members will even post crap like
blacks hate the Jews and we must fight the Democrats since they will attack the white people.
Enough said. All you have to do to get banned is say anything remotely conservative and
critical of liberal caused and it's not IF but WHEN your account gets out down. You don't have
to do anything vicious or mean, just have your own conservative views and not only will you be
banned but you have no opportunity for self defense. The moderators are the ones who are rude
and derisive. Too bad too because it could be a helpful site. I enjoyed using this site to learn
about different places to live and hear what people had to say about the communities around
my area. Earlier today I meant to respond to a post, but I accidentally made a new Fourm. Keep
in mind, I'm new to the site so I didn't know how to work everything perfectly. I logged on about
an hour ago and found I had been banned permanently for spam! I also have no way of
appealing my ban. All for making an innocent mistake. I'm asking why does such happen. If
that's related the moderator's an ignorant moron whose command of the English language is
substandard. City-Data is owned, operated, frequented, and moderated by right-wing extremists
and QAnon types, especially in its politics forum. Most members are intent on spreading utterly
false and debunked information and conspiracy theories. If you point out the falsity of a
posting, you are likely to be "reported" by the disinformer, and the complicit right-wing
extremist moderator will summarily ban you for life. City-Data is truly one of the worst and most
pathetic sites on the internet. Products used: The site is a discussion forum. Mods have lost all
control. The site is a cesspool. Never go there and expect any more than that. I drift in by
accident about once a year, and back out slowly. Senior Citizen Banned after 12 years on site.

Have over 23 million viewers of my posts. It was a real shock. I will spend many hours on the
internet mainly on Senior forums degrading them. They don't want people with a lifetime
extensive history of a city participating in a thread apparently - only tourists who don't know
much. I was hoping there might be some people to discuss issues and attend city meetings and
push the local gov to act. This is not the place for constructive discussion of real issues. Must
be heavy handed moderated by people with special interests. Straight up censorship. I would
not trust a website managed like that at all. The local forums are okay-ish. It's the politics forum
that sucks. It's pretty much an echo chamber for the alt-right trolls, who've deluded themselves
into thinking they're the good and peaceful guys. Say anything against the hive mind and they'll
come down and swarm at you, even if you present them with proof. Currently going through a
meltdown cause Trump lost. Avoid this forum, unless you want your brain to rot or have some
fun with these weirdos. I wish I can give this site a zero star, but 1 is the lowest it can go. Long
story short extreme right wing viewpoints gets posted here. If you attempt to post a
counterargument, you will be banned pretty quickly. There was this thread in the Florida Section
of the Forum that this guy only wants to move his family to a Pro-Trump area. He is also pretty
big on making sure that he raise his children under his worldview and he must not be in a liberal
area. His viewpoints are so what I call borderline Alt-Right that I made a post questioning his
parenting style, saying it is better to have his kids in a mixed environment where their
viewpoints are questioned. I also stated that why he must be big on areas that must be Trump
only. I was quickly banned with the reason as troll after having my account for months. This
review have some posts from this guy. He was pretty anti-vaccines and possible he is with the
Alt-Right or an Extreme Trump fan that is take it or leave it my way or the highway. This is the
type of posts you will find on City-Data. Avoid at all cost. I spoke out against the EarthQuest
billion dollar theme park scam on City-Data. I came to the discussion with piles of mainstream
media articles, court records and more about the project and the obvious scammers behind it.
Don Allen Holbrook, the brainchild behind the scam that made over 1. The taxpayers in Texas
are out 24 million dollars for a theme park that will never get further than a pile of pretty
drawings. City-Data is a joke! Tip for consumers: City-Data is a total waste of time. No real
discussions of things people need to be made aware of for their safety or in the interest of
protecting the public from scams and scammers is allowed. City-Data is a joke. Arbitrairly
deletes posts and accounts. They SAY it's spam but they define spam as anything they don't
agree with. Sometimes they "ghost" your posts so it looks like they were posted when in reality
they diverted them to the trash, without your knowing it. Bad moderators. Bad Admins. Do not
contribute to this site as you are just helping dishonest bad netcops. If you're tired of being on
left wing Barry Hussein liberal sites, you'll find this place is a breath of fresh air. They do have a
handful of delusional White race hating libs but we outnumber them and get them banned pretty
quick. We don't support race mixing with mud sharks, Obama lovers, or diversity. It is a site run
by right wing extremists. An echo chamber if you will. It's members continuously trash city
living. Members post fake news from ultra-right fringe sites all the time. It is taken as gospel by
the mods. Supposedly it's TOS forbids this. Liberal moderators in the local forums will edit or
delete posts of conservative posters, marking them as trolling or bickering, when the posts are
in their own defense. Some of the same posters have been doing this for years to the point that
it might even be considered a criminal issue. Reporting posts that violate the rules typically
results in a mod like ibginnie entering the thread and editing or deleting all of your posts,
marking them as trolling, while leaving the posts you complained about entirely intact. Many of
the posters don't even reside in the local area and never have, but stop by to berate other
posters, spew complete nonsense, or to politically troll conservatives. I find the comments
surprising that some label this an alt-right or storefront op when the experience I've had with
the forum is the exact opposite. Conservative posters are routinely silenced by moderators.
Once I wondered over to the Politics and Other Controversies sub-forum, I quickly realized it's a
haven for alt-right, extreme, neo-Nazi people. Now, I don't ever shy away from good political
debates. In fact, I enjoy them very much! However, the City Data moderators make it impossible
to have polite discourse because they actively encourage and provide cover for the racist
posters, while temporarilyâ€”then permanentlyâ€”banning left-leaning posters. This happens
repeatedly. I've seen it over the years. Yes, I stayed fighting the good fight for way too long I
discourage everyone from providing this website any traffic, as it's not a good place for anyone
without white nationalist views. Stay away! City Data has an absolutely terrible reputation that's
completely warranted Asked for advice and was shocked at the blatant bigotry and promotion of
racist ideas. This site is truly the worst the internet has to offer. What makes them even more
dangerous is that they hide their true intentions and pretend to be a fair and balanced forum. At
least other far right forums admit their intentions. At this moment members are arguing that
Islam was the cause of slavery in Southern Confederate states. Not kidding. Before you use City

Data do your background research on the owner. It's easy enough to google his name and read
up on him and his previous "businesses. Be careful about what you share about yourself on
this site. Second everything said below about the site's leanings towards extreme right wing
propaganda is true. City Data is not what it appears to be on the surface. I was banned for spam,
wearing my shirt, never had this happen before, this is so unamerican, no one in the states
should support this site. This message board is weirdly moderated. They have banned me
multiple times over the years and I am unsure why because the ban just says I am a troll banned
forever, but what exactly did I do wrong? It is a very strangely managed message board that I
wanted to participate on but they just ban me and say I am a troll. Why though? Odd forum. I
signed up a few times over a few different years from different computers and I read their rules
as well. Others here say they only ban Liberals but that is untrue in my case. Therefore I will just
stay away from City Data where I must be unwanted forever by a moderator hiding there calling
me a troll I was banned from this site twice for having an opinion. I was terrorized and bullied on
both of my accounts by MODs because apparently being a moderator means constantly
suspending, giving out infractions and eventually banning people who don't agree with you. If
any of the OG posters come for you they can label you a troll and the MODs will follow suit and
ban you. Several of my threads or posts were deleted because they didn't agree with what I was
saying. I was given an infraction for posting MY OWN pictures and even after being informed
they still left the infraction and then proceeded to suspend me. I was eventually banned for
challenging a poster who said slavery was good for black people. Damn near everyone I started
off posting with [ join date] were banned by the time I was banned 4 years ago. The site is racist,
sexist, homophobic, xenophobic, promotes pedophilia and more. If you're into all these things,
you'll love it there. There is nothing Liberal about City Data don't believe that lie above. That is a
right wing white nationalist run site. LOL Liberal. That alone tells me it is NOT conservative. My
experiences are exact opposite it's a pro socialist agenda site. If you don't mind not having a
nuclear family or any kind of moral values that are of Christian value then go ahead and post
your crap! It's like Reddit. Ibginnie is a power hungry dbag that will cite copywrite infringement
if they disagree with the post. Welcome to City-Data. By collecting and analyzing data from
numerous sources, we're able to create detailed, informative profiles of all cit. Share on Twitter.
Add a note optional - e. Write a Review Ask a Question. Corporate Values. Overview City-Data.
Positive reviews last 12 months : 5. What reviewers want you to know Positive highlights No
positive highlights yet. Critical highlights The politics forum is riddled with biased moderators
and complicit senior moderators. Top Positive Review. Top Critical Review. Rating 5 stars 5.
Other Verified purchase. Contains image or video. English only. Reviews that mention popular
keywords politics forum Comment Thank you Share Helpful Tip for consumers: Don't! Comment
Thank you Share Helpful 8. Comments 1 Thank you Share Helpful Comment Thank you Share
Helpful 5. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 7. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 1. Comment
Thank you Share Helpful 9. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 3. Comments 3 Thank you Share
Helpful Comments 2 Thank you Share Helpful Ibginnie is a hard core Trump cultist who goes
after those on the politics forum who are not. The good people get disgusted and leave, the
trolls dominate and are protected by the moderators. I like the formatting of the city-data
forums. Reddit looks like a mess to me and hurts my eyes. It's not an assumption. It's the stark
reality of the POC forum at that site. Get notified about new answers to your questions. Typical
questions asked: How long does shipping take? What is the return policy? Where is the
company located? Show all questions Sitejabber for Business Gain trust and grow your
business with customer reviews Start free account. About the business. How do I know I can
trust these reviews about City-Data. Have a question about City-Data. Jump to a detailed profile,
search site or try advanced city search. By collecting and analyzing data from a variety of
government and private sources, we're able to create detailed, informative profiles for every city
in the United States. What strange things do people search for on Google? How does income
tax affect migration patterns? What features are popular in which type of homes? At the
City-Data Blog , our writers utilize data to answer questions you never knew you had. From silly,
light-hearted investigations to powerful economic examinations, we cover a range of topics that
anyone can enjoy! Our writers, many of them Ph. Subjects range from relocation and city
descriptions to hobbies and parenting. No matter what your interests are, you'll find your fit at
the City-Data Forum! Want to plan a vacation? How about finding something new to do in your
own city? Our city guides are for you. Our guides provide general overviews of cities across the
U. They also include practical advice on local transportation, health and medical services. Use
our city comparison tool to analyze and compare two cities. Making a decision on where to
move is easier than ever! Find cities matching your requirements. Choose up to 10 criteria from
our large database, set their desired ranges with easy-to-use visual controls and narrow the
results using several available filters. This tool will help you find ideal meeting places between

points, as well as the "travel radius" of a single point using different transportation modes.
Unlike other tools that use simple approximations, the travel times in this tool are calculated
using the road network analyzed with a routing algorithm. At City-Data, we gather location data
for a wide variety of places. Using this data, we generate highly precise large-radius isochrone
maps. We then utilize these isochrone maps to create user-friendly interactive maps that help
you determine your travel time to the nearest location of your chosen category. Our Fuel
Calculator allows you to determine the amount and cost of fuel for a trip, as well as compare
both trip and yearly costs for two vehicles. We have collected assessment data for over 34
million properties around the United States. Not only can you find home and property values,
but also the history of a property's value, land and building area, number of rooms, stories,
additions, construction type, year of construction and more. You can compare all of these data
on a single map, view photos and comments submitted by our users and easily find
neighborhoods you want to live in! Find restaurants that you might enjoy, verify their
compliance with state regulations, read reviews, browse restaurants in the neighborhood, and
describe your experiences. We have inspection results and violations for over , restaurants, as
well as ratings and reviews written by people who have previously visited them. We have over
74, city photos not found anywhere else, graphs of the latest real estate prices and sales trends,
recent home sales, a home value estimator, hundreds of thousands of maps, satellite photos,
demographic data race, income, ancestries, education, employment , geographic data, state
profiles, crime data, registered sex offenders, cost of living, housing, religions, businesses,
local news links based on our exclusive technology, birthplaces of famous people, political
contributions, city government finances, employment, weather, natural disasters, hospitals,
schools and libraries. These lists rank cities in hundreds of categories, including income, crime,
most gay couples, most cars, shortest commute, biggest houses, best educated residents and
many more. We also have thousands of random city pictures submitted by our users. Welcome
to City-Data By collecting and analyzing data from a variety of government and private sources,
we're able to create detailed, informative profiles for every city in the United States. Select state.
Interactive data map Settings X. User-defined colors Preset color patterns. Opacity: Opacity.
Most recent value. Based on data. Our data in action. City-Data Blog. Top 10 cities for
professionals in the U. Feb 5 Same-sex married couples in the U. Jan 29 Problems with s
jaguar s type
fiat abarth usa
91 vw cabriolet
leeping in the U. Jan Join our community. City-Data Forum. Our City Guides. Our Tools
Compare two cities Use our city comparison tool to analyze and compare two cities. Advanced
U. Ideal Meeting Place This tool will help you find ideal meeting places between points, as well
as the "travel radius" of a single point using different transportation modes. Gasoline Usage
Calculators for Trips Our Fuel Calculator allows you to determine the amount and cost of fuel
for a trip, as well as compare both trip and yearly costs for two vehicles. House and Property
Values We have collected assessment data for over 34 million properties around the United
States. Restaurant Inspections and Reviews Find restaurants that you might enjoy, verify their
compliance with state regulations, read reviews, browse restaurants in the neighborhood, and
describe your experiences. What's on City-Data. Local data. Airports and heliports Business
data Crime rates Employment rates U. Cemeteries Weather forecasts for U.

